Monitoring the kinetic evolution of self-assembled SiGe islands grown by Ge surface thermal diffusion from a local source
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Abstract
In this paper we experimentally study the growth of self-assembled SiGe islands formed on Si(001) by exploiting the thermally activated surface diffusion of Ge atoms from a local Ge source stripe in the temperature range 600–700 ºC. This new growth strategy allows us to vary continuously the Ge coverage from 8 to 0 monolayers as the distance from the source increases, and thus enables the investigation of the island growth over a wide range of dynamical regimes at the same time, providing a unique birds eye view of the factors governing the growth process and the dominant mechanism for the mass collection by a critical nucleus. Our results give experimental evidence that the nucleation process evolves within a diffusion limited regime. At a given annealing temperature, we find that the nucleation density depends only on the kinetics of the Ge surface diffusion resulting in a universal scaling distribution depending only on the Ge coverage. An analytical model is able to reproduce quantitatively the trend of the island density. Following the nucleation, the growth process appears to be driven mainly by short-range interactions between an island and the atoms diffusing within its vicinities. The islands volume distribution is, in fact, well described in the whole range of parameters by the Mulheran’s capture zone model. The complex growth mechanism leads to a strong intermixing of Si and Ge within the island volume. Our growth strategy allows us to directly investigate the correlation between the Si incorporation and the Ge coverage in the same experimental conditions: higher intermixing is found for lower Ge coverage. This confirms that, besides the Ge gathering from the surface, also the Si incorporation from the substrate is driven by the diffusion kinetics, thus imposing a strict constraint on the initial Ge coverage, its diffusion properties and the final island volume.
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1. Introduction

SiGe nanostructures have gained a large interest over the last years [1–4]. This attention has been driven mainly by the potential applications in micro, opto and nano-electronic devices [5, 6] thanks to the improvement of the optical and electronic properties compared to bulk systems [7], and by the high compatibility with existing silicon based technology. Besides the interest for applications, the SiGe/Si(001) system is also a model for understanding the fundamental processes occurring during self-organization phenomena. In fact, the ~4.2% lattice mismatch between Ge and Si introduces a hetero-epitaxial stress field. The stored elastic energy can then be partially relieved by spontaneous formation of 3D nanometric islands on top of a pseudomorphic wetting layer. This growth mode, called Stranski–Krastanov (SK) [8], has the potential to allow a low-cost and large-scale growth of self-assembled nanostructures, with applications in nano-electronic devices exploiting the quantum confinement of charge carriers.

In recent years, considerable efforts have been devoted to the growth of hetero-epitaxial SiGe islands with well controlled shape [9, 10], size and position [11–14], and with defined stoichiometry and strain state [15–18]. Each of these objectives is at the same time a critical issue for both the fundamental understanding of the underlying physics and device engineering. The growth evolution has been widely investigated and several models have been proposed based on thermodynamic equilibrium and/or kinetics considerations, even though a complete and universally accepted picture is still a matter of controversy. The equilibrium shape of the islands is well described by a thermodynamic model [19], although the kinetic suppression of islands coalescence, leading to a uniform shape and narrow size distribution, has been recently reported [20, 21]. Surface kinetics results in relevant mass transport effects, that play a fundamental role in the transition process between different island shapes [22, 23], and have also been shown to have a significant influence on the Si incorporation within a growing island [24, 25]. Little is known about the dominant mechanism controlling the mass collected by a critical nucleus at the early stages of the growth process. Furthermore, it is still unclear whether the island growth is driven primarily by short-range interactions, affecting the diffusion over a length scale smaller than the average separation between the islands, or long-range interactions, extending over several island-to-island distances [26, 27]. Short-range interactions are controlled by ad-atom scattering and the atom binding energies at the island boundaries, which dominate within the area surrounding each island. On the other hand, non-local forces between the adatoms and the strain field generated by the islands within the substrate could promote the diffusion over distances greater than the average island separation and classify as long-range interactions.

In the present work, we investigate the growth of self-assembled SiGe islands on Si(001) obtained by surface thermal diffusion of Ge from a local solid state source. We monitor the dependence of the size, density and Ge content distributions for the obtained SiGe islands on the Ge coverage and on the annealing temperature in the range between 600 and 700 °C. We used lithographically defined Ge stripes as solid state sources fabricated on the Si surface. The stripes have been annealed to promote Ge atoms surface diffusion and island nucleation. With this new growth strategy we are able to create a continuously varying Ge coverage, and thus we can investigate the island growth over a wide range of dynamical regimes at the same time. Island growth methods with position-dependent growth rate and Ge coverage are attracting an increasing interest in the scientific community because of their unique potential, as proved by the very recent paper by Grydlik et al [28], almost simultaneous to our work, where the authors exploit the Ge surface diffusion from unpatterned to pit-patterned substrate regions. Although conceptually similar, our approach has the advantage of using a local solid state Ge source allowing for a direct external control of the growth and diffusion parameters, providing a unique approach to the determination of the factors governing the phases of nucleation and mass collection during the island growth.

We found that at high Ge coverage, the large flux of Ge atoms migrating on the surface tends to limit the Si incorporation from the substrate inducing the formation of a high density of small islands with a large Ge content. At low Ge coverages, the decrease of the local density of Ge atoms limits the number of supercritical nuclei and leaves a progressively longer time and a wider capture area for the Si incorporation leading to the formation of a low density of highly intermixed large islands.

At a given annealing temperature, the island density follows a universal scaling distribution depending only on the local Ge coverage. An analytical model based on the kinetics of diffusion is able to quantitatively reproduce the trend of the nucleation density. In this scenario the nucleation process mainly evolves within a diffusion limited regime. The volume distribution of the nucleated islands exhibits an inverse correlation with the density, and is well described in the whole range of parameters (Ge coverages and annealing temperatures) by the Mulheran’s capture zone model [29], according to which short-range interactions between the growing islands and the diffusing atoms in their capture area are the main driving forces in the competition between the islands to gather mass. The complex mechanism of the island growth leads to a strong intermixing of Si and Ge within the island volume, which is spatially correlated with the variation of the Ge coverage, and thus with the local density of Ge atoms (higher Si incorporation at lower Ge coverage). This confirms that, besides the Ge gathering from the surface, also the Si incorporation from the substrate is mainly driven by the diffusion kinetics, thus requiring that the final island volume depends only on the initial coverage of Ge and on its surface diffusion properties.

For the range of parameters investigated here, we demonstrate that energetic factors and non-local elastic fields play a minor role for the island growth. This rules out any effect that could create an unbalanced surface diffusion and an uneven exchange of atoms between the growing islands, and set the driving forces, the length and the time scales for the mass gathering and the final island configuration.
2. Experiment and methods

Self-assembled SiGe islands are grown by surface thermal diffusion of Ge from solid state sources located directly on the Si surface. To this purpose we have fabricated pure Ge stripes, and annealed them in Ultra High Vacuum (UHV) at different temperatures in the range 600–700 °C inducing Ge diffusion and islands self-assembly. The Ge stripes (width 5 µm, length of several mm) are produced by a photo-lithographic patterning of a pure Ge 150 nm thick film grown on a Si(001) substrate by low energy plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (LE-PECVD) [30]. The samples are annealed by direct Joule heating flowing a DC current through the Si substrate. A PHI 660 Scanning Auger Microscope (SAM) is used for in situ imaging and spatially resolved chemical analysis of the nucleated islands. The average Ge content of single islands is obtained by a standard quantification method, where the Si LMM (90 eV) and Ge LMM (1150 eV) Auger line intensities measured on a single island are normalized by the values obtained for pure Si and Ge acquired in the same experimental conditions. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) for ex situ analysis of island density and volume distributions is performed using a Veeco Innova microscope operated in tapping mode with ultra-sharp tips (nominal tip radius about 2 nm). Statistical analysis of AFM data is performed using free software tools [31]. The average composition of single islands is also measured by micro-Raman spectroscopy and cross-sectional Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy (EELS) in a Scanning Transmission Electron Microscope (STEM). The Raman experiment is performed with a Jasco R800 double spectrometer using backscattering geometry and 458 nm as excitation wavelength focused through a 0.9 numerical aperture objective. The EELS-STEM experiment has been performed in cross-section geometry using a JEOL 2010F TEM/STEM equipped with a 200 kV Schottky field emission gun. The Si and Ge L-edges loss signals (energy loss of 99 eV and 1217 eV with respect to the elastic peak, respectively) are measured as a function of the position along a vertical line scan on a single island. The relative content of Si and Ge was then derived from the integral intensities normalized to the Hartree–Slater cross-sections.

3. Results and discussion

During the high temperature annealing in UHV, the stripes act as sources from which Ge diffuses on the Si surface forming initially a continuous two-dimensional (2D) over-layer (OL). Using spatially resolved Auger analysis we measured the Ge LMM and Si LMM Auger lines along the diffusion profile as a function of the distance, \(d\), from the stripe (in this case the electron beam is focused in regions in between the islands). The determination of the OL thickness has then been obtained by fitting the Auger line intensities with a discrete layer model [32], where the OL is approximated by a Si\(_{1-\alpha}\)Ge\(_\alpha\) thin film of variable thickness and composition, \(\alpha\). In the inset of figure 1(a) and in the figure 1(b) we report the obtained thickness and composition of such a layer for a typical case (annealing at 670 °C for 4.5 min), where a gradient of the
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Figure 1. Ge surface diffusion and island nucleation after annealing at 670 °C for 4.5 min. Panel (a) SEM image of the sample surface (the lighter part in the center is the Ge stripe); inset: Ge coverage as a function of the distance, \(x\), from the stripe. Panel (b) Ge coverage and Ge fraction of the continuous over-layer (OL) created by the diffusive motion of Ge atoms from the stripe over the Si substrate. Panel (c) large area AFM image in gradient mode of the nucleation region (the stripe is on the left side of the image). Panel (d) 3D AFM images of self-assembled islands.

Ge coverage from 8 to 0 ML is clearly seen. Typical values of the Ge composition for the continuous over-layer in the investigated temperature range are \(\alpha = 0.66\) (at 700 °C) and 0.8 (at 600 °C). The diffusion profile extends along the direction perpendicular to the stripe for a diffusion length, \(L\), varying between a few \(\mu m\) to a few tens of \(\mu m\) according to the annealing time and temperature [32].

Spontaneous nucleation of self-assembled SiGe islands is observed to coexist with the continuous surface diffusion of Ge [33] as shown in figures 1(a) and (c)–(d) by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and AFM images, respectively. It is clearly seen that the size and density of the nucleated islands vary as a function of the distance \(d\) from the Ge stripe. Understanding the physical origin of this spatial variation, and of its dependence on temperature and Ge coverage, gives a fundamental insight into the factors governing the growth process.

3.1. Microscopic evolution: scaling behavior of island growth

In this section we investigate the wide-scale size distribution of the whole population of nucleated islands averaged over the varying Ge coverage on a length scale greater than 10 \(\mu m\). Our results are then compared with the commonly accepted picture of microscopic growth evolution derived from deposition experiments (Molecular Beam Epitaxy, MBE, and Chemical Vapor Deposition, CVD).

Figure 2 shows the scatter plots of the island base area, \(A_b\), as a function of the volume, \(V\), for the whole island population, for annealing at the two boundaries of the temperature range explored in this work (600 and 700 °C), and for islands in the region \(d > 2 \mu m\) where re-incorporation in the Ge stripe is negligible as discussed below. At a fixed temperature, the islands exhibit a monotonically increasing dependence of
Figure 2. Scatter plots of the island base area as a function of the volume for the whole island population in the cases of annealing at 600 °C (panel (a)) and 700 °C (panel (b)). The green lines in both panels represent a power-law behavior, while the blue curve in panel (a) is a logarithmic function (see text for details). Inset: schematic representation of a SiGe island; the gray shaded region represents the base area.

their base area with volume. Higher annealing temperatures lead to an increase of the mean island size. This behavior is reproducibly observed for different samples and for all the temperatures investigated. The obtained trend is very similar to that usually reported for island growth by deposition experiments as MBE [34] and CVD [35, 36], and reflects the basic thermally activated origin of the processes governing island growth (diffusion, nucleation and capture—see [37]).

Looking more quantitatively at the trend shown in figure 2, we found that at high annealing temperatures (700 °C) the island base area scales with the volume according to a simple power law:

\[ A_b \propto V^\beta \]  

(1)

where the exponent \( \beta \) is equal to 0.59 (see figure 2(b)). This behavior is partially followed at lower annealing temperatures by the subset of larger volume islands, whose \( \beta \) results to be 0.58 (600 °C—see figure 2(a)). This monotonic dependence of the island base area on its volume can be described by the same mechanism proposed for island growth in deposition experiments: the evolution from small to large islands is obtained by a continuous transition through Ostwald ripening\(^9\), where the coarsening of larger islands at the expense of smaller ones dominates. At the high volume limit, the islands are thus characterized by a homogeneous (self-similar) growth, i.e. they increase their volume by increasing simultaneously both the area and the height whilst maintaining always the same global dome shape.

For the small volume islands, the global size distribution in figure 2(a) is no longer described by a power law, but indeed the island area scales with the volume by a slower logarithmic dependence (\( A_b \propto \log(V) \)), showing that small islands exhibits a preferential vertical growth, i.e. they increase in volume by increasing more rapidly in height rather than in base area. This trend can also be understood by recalling the results obtained by Montalenti et al [39] in a deposition experiment. In that work the authors demonstrate that a shape transition from smaller to larger islands is mediated by a preferential accumulation of Ge atoms on the partially relaxed topmost region of the island, which represents an energetically favorable position. The global size distributions obtained in the case of island growth by surface thermal diffusion are thus consistent with those previously reported for deposition experiments, as MBE and CVD, proving that the mechanisms governing island formation are basically identical in both cases. However, although the wide-scale behavior is the same, the local size and density distributions (see below) exhibit intrinsic and peculiar properties due to the presence of a remote local Ge source and thus of a continuously varying Ge coverage.

3.2. Density evolution: diffusion limited effects

Using extensive AFM statistical analysis for each investigated sample, we have determined the behavior of the island density as a function of the distance, \( d \), from the stripe (see figure 3 showing five cases at different annealing temperatures: 600, 625, 650, 670 and 700 °C). The density distributions present common features irrespective of the annealing temperature: the island density exhibit a maximum a few \( \mu \text{m} \) away from the stripe edge, and then slowly decreases at greater distances from it. This trend can be essentially described by the competition between two opposite processes. The first is the preferential nucleation at the stripe edge and the second one is the random nucleation on the flat Si surface, where the Ge coverage presents a gradient along the direction perpendicular to the stripe (1D geometry). As a result, Ge atoms moving on the surface can either meet each other to form islands, or migrate toward and be incorporated at the stripe edge. This competition leads to a depleted region, or ‘denuded zone’, in the spatial distribution of the islands beside the stripe [40, 41].

The final island density distribution is well reproduced by considering the two processes as statistically independent, resulting in a probability of island formation given by the product of the probability, \( p_1 \), that the atoms are not captured by the stripe edge, and the probability, \( p_2 \), of island nucleation on the flat Si surface. At a given temperature, the probability \( p_1 \) is minimal at the stripe edge and increases as the distance \( d \) from the stripe increases, saturating at \( d \sim 2-3 \ \mu \text{m} \) [40](see red curve in figure 3(a)). However, in the present case the Ge coverage decreases moving away from the stripe. At distances greater than 2–3 \( \mu \text{m} \), where random nucleation on the flat Si surface dominates, the island density dependence is determined only by the probability of random nucleation \( p_2 \). This induces a decreasing island density as a function of the distance from the stripe, monotonically dependent on the decreasing local density of Ge atoms due to the diffusion from the stripe (see figure 1(b) and blue curve in figure 3(a)).

This interpretation is further supported by the temperature dependence of the island positional distribution: the island density decreases with the annealing temperature at a given Ge coverage (see figure 4(a)). This is genuinely a diffusion limited effect. In fact, the rate of Ge surface diffusion, and thus the diffusion length of each atom, exponentially increases...
with the temperature promoting the nucleation of islands at greater distance from each other, and thus leading to a smaller areal density [26].

Based on the above qualitative discussion, we developed a one-dimensional model of the mass transport and island nucleation that allows a complete quantitative description of the temperature and spatial dependencies of the island nucleation. We assume that the island density is mostly controlled by the local differences in the chemical potential \( \Delta \mu \) of the wetting layer. Tersoff [42] used empirical potentials to calculate the surface energy per atom for Ge wetting layers as a function of thickness. Daruka and Barabasi [43] suggested an approximate exponential form for the change in the chemical potential with thickness:

\[
\Delta \mu = -\Delta \mu_0 \exp \left( \frac{h - h_C}{h^*} \right) 
\]

where \( h \) is the wetting layer thickness, \( h_C \) is the critical WL thickness at the 2D-to-3D transition (~4 ML), and \( \Delta \mu_0 \) and \( h^* \) describes the wetting forces between Ge and Si [42, 43]. By fitting Tersoff’s results (plotted as square symbols in figure 3 of [42]), we set \( \Delta \mu_0 = 0.1 \) eV and \( h^* = a_{Ge}/4 \) (\( a_{Ge} \) is the Ge lattice parameter). Variation of the chemical potential of the islands as a result of a coarsening process can be neglected since it occurs on a time scale much smaller than the typical annealing time used here for our observations [22].

Therefore, in the nucleation model we have only considered the behavior of those critical nuclei energetically favorable with respect to the Ostwald ripening and whose stability and spatial configuration depend only on the local differences in the chemical potential of the wetting layer, \( \Delta \mu \).

In our experiment the wetting layer thickness, \( h \), is determined by the 1D Fick’s second law, which describes the surface diffusion from a localized source. The Ge stripe has an initial concentration distribution with a step-like shape, and the height at the boundary is essentially maintained at a constant value during the annealing. These initial and boundary conditions represent the case of diffusion from a source of constant concentration. The solution of the diffusion equation, i.e. the Ge coverage along the diffusion profile is thus given by the following relation:

\[
h = h_0 \left[ 1 - \text{erf} \left( \frac{d}{L} \right) \right] = h_0 \text{erfc} \left( \frac{d}{L} \right) 
\]

where \( L \) is the diffusion length. Equations (2) and (3) describe quantitatively the random nucleation on a flat Si surface where there exist a gradient for the Ge coverage along the direction perpendicular to the stripe. Now we need to introduce the preferential trapping at the stripe edge. This can be done by artificially creating at the stripe edge a Gaussian-shaped region of limited spatial extension exhibiting a local lowering of the chemical potential, as already used in [41] for the modeling.

Figure 3. Panel (a)–(e) Experimental behavior (full black squares) of the island density as a function of the distance, \( d \), from the stripe for annealing at 600 °C (a), 625 °C (b), 650 °C (c), 670 °C (d), and 700 °C (e). The green curves are the best fitting of the experimental data using the 1D model of nucleation developed in this paper (see text for details). In panel (a), the red curve models the probability, \( p_1 \), that the atoms are not captured by the stripe edge, while the blue curve represents the probability, \( p_2 \), of island nucleation on the flat Si surface with a variable Ge coverage (see text for details). Panel (f) Linear scaling behavior exhibited by \( n_0 \) when plotted as a function of \( 1/D \tau \) (\( D \) is the diffusion coefficient and \( \tau \) is the annealing time).
of the denuded zones around dimples created in the substrate surface. The total chemical potential is thus given by:

\[ \Delta \mu = \Delta \mu_1 + \Delta \mu_2 = -\chi \exp \left( -\frac{d^2}{d_0^2} \right) - \Delta \mu_0 \exp \left( -\frac{h - h_C}{h^*} \right) \]

where \( \Delta \mu_1 \) and \( \Delta \mu_2 \) are the contributions of the stripe edge and of the Ge coverage gradient, respectively, and \( \chi \) the reduction of chemical potential at the stripe edge, centered in \( d = 0 \), with \( d_0/2 \) being approximately the width of the stripe edge.

Nucleation is then treated in our model by considering that for each surface site the relative probability, \( p \), of formation of a critical nucleus depends only on the local differences in the chemical potential \( \Delta \mu \) of the wetting layer. Since in the nucleation process a characteristic activation energy must be overcome, the probability \( p \) follows an Arrhenius-type exponential law:

\[ p = p_0 \exp \left( \frac{\Delta \mu}{k_B T} \right) = p_0 \exp \left( \frac{\Delta \mu_1}{k_B T} \right) \exp \left( \frac{\Delta \mu_2}{k_B T} \right) = p_1 p_2 \]

where \( \Delta \mu, \Delta \mu_1, \Delta \mu_2 \) are given by the equation (4), \( p_0 \) is the probability of nucleation on a flat surface with homogeneous Ge coverage with no preferential nucleation sites and \( p_1 = \exp(\Delta \mu_1/k_B T) \) and \( p_2 = p_0 \exp(\Delta \mu_2/k_B T) \) are the probabilities mentioned above. It is worth noticing that \( \Delta \mu \) becomes negative when the nucleus becomes supercritical and the island tends to increase its size. In this picture the island density, \( n \), is determined by the number of supercritical nuclei, and it is thus proportional to the probability \( p \) [44]:

\[ n = \frac{n_0}{p_0} p \]

where \( n_0 \) represents the island density corresponding to the probability \( p_0 \).

By combining the equations (2)–(6), the dependence of the number of supercritical nuclei, i.e. the island density, on the distance from the source stripe can be finally obtained:

\[ n = n_0 \exp \left[ -\frac{\Delta \mu_0}{k_B T} \exp \left( -\frac{h_0 \text{erfc} \left( \frac{d}{L} \right) - h_C}{h^*} \right) - \frac{\chi}{k_B T} \exp \left( -\frac{d^2}{d_0^2} \right) \right] \]

The green lines in figures 3(a)–(e) represent the best fitting of the experimental behavior of the island density as a function of \( d \) using the analytical 1D model of nucleation discussed so far. All the important trends seen in the experiments are satisfactorily reproduced. The model has only two free fitting parameters, \( n_0 \) and \( \chi \). In fact, \( h_0 \) and \( L \) are determined by the experimentally measured diffusion profiles for each annealing temperature; \( h_C \) and \( h^* \) are taken from literature as equal to 4 ML and 1 ML, respectively [42]; and the width of the stripe edge \( d_0/2 \) is measured to be \( \sim 0.5 \mu m \) from AFM images. The \( \chi \) values obtained from the fittings vary in the range 0.1–0.2 eV, very close to the value used for \( \Delta \mu_0 = 0.1 \) eV as derived by Tersoff’s results, and similar to the value obtained in [41] where the island nucleation is studied around dimples created in the substrate surface. The heuristic character of the term describing the denuded zone in equation (4) leaves dormant the detailed information about its physical nature, which might deserve a better investigation in the future. However, this simple semi-empirical approach boasts a twofold achievement: (1) it demonstrate that the gross features of our experimental results can be described based on the kinetics of the diffusion alone, and (2) it allows to quantify the scaling dependence of the island density in the random nucleation area on the diffusion length, as discussed in the next paragraph.

Figure 3(f) shows the linear scaling behavior exhibited by \( n_0 \) when plotted as a function of \( 1/\sqrt{D \tau} \) (\( D \) is the diffusion coefficient and \( \tau \) is the annealing time), where \( D \tau \) is derived by the diffusion length (\( L = \sqrt{3D \tau} \)) from the diffusion profiles measured at each annealing temperature [32]. This confirms quantitatively the diffusive origin of the decreasing gradient of the island density at higher temperatures. A further stringent support to this interpretation comes from the scaling analysis of the correlation between the island density within the random nucleation area (\( d > 2–3 \mu m \)) and the Ge coverage (see figure 4(a)). Normalizing the island density to the factor \( 1/\sqrt{D \tau} \), we found that all curves follow a universal scaling distribution which depends only on the Ge coverage (see figure 4(b)), where the number of islands in a \( L^2 \) area changes of about one order of magnitude for Ge coverages changing from 3.5 to 5 ML. This can be easily understood assuming that the growth process evolves within a diffusion limited regime. In this case the island density can be written as the inverse of the squared distance \( d_{nm}^2 \) between nearest-neighbor islands, which scales as the diffusion length \( L \) of Ge atoms moving on the surface. In the hypothesis of a random walk motion, \( L \) is related to the diffusion coefficient and the annealing time by the relation...
$L^2 = 4D\tau$. This leads to the following expression for the island density:

$$n \approx \frac{1}{d_{\text{nm}}^2} \approx \frac{1}{L^2} \approx \frac{1}{D\tau}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

confirming the experimentally observed scaling behavior.

Although it is reasonable that the island density depends on the local Ge ad-atom density, here we demonstrate that the ad-atom density is the only factor determining the island density through the scaling behavior shown in figure 4(b), which implies a more strict relation between the island growth and the diffusion properties.

3.3. Size evolution: capture zone growth

In figure 5 the size evolution of the islands as a function of distance, $d$, from the stripe is shown and compared with their density: the region with high Ge coverage (close to the stripe, $d \approx 0 \div 2$–$3$ $\mu$m) presents the maximum island density and the lowest average island size, while where the coverage decreases to 3.5–$4$ ML larger average dimensions and lower island density are attained. The interplay among nucleation, atomic diffusion dynamics and Si intermixing can be strongly affected by the gradient of the Ge coverage as induced by the mass transport from the source stripe, and have a dominant role on the observed spatial modulation of island size.

The understanding of the origin of this size modulation can give a fundamental insight within the comprehension of the factors governing the relative growth of individual islands. Different competitive pathways have been proposed so far in literature in order to describe the growth evolution of SiGe islands and the gathering of the available mass on the surface among the different nuclei. Upon formation, the critical nucleus starts capturing the diffusing atoms in its neighborhood [44]. From this point on some different scenarios could develop during the further growth of the single nucleus. On one hand, the growth of the islands might be governed by diffusive phenomena [45] and by short-range interactions between the growing island and the diffusing atoms. In this framework, the diffusing atoms would tend towards and might be captured by the closest nucleus. The process could then be described by the Mulheran's capture zone model [29, 46], which results in a linear relationship between the growth rate of every island and the capture zone from which islands can gather mass. Accordingly, the competition among neighboring nuclei to attract the mass supplied to the surface would follow local laws and be mediated by short-range interactions. On the other hand, a growth process not consistent with the Mulheran’s model could arise from long-range interactions, such as local non-uniformities in the mass density induced by elastic interactions among the islands, able to drive a preferential diffusion of atoms over length scales of several island nearest-neighbor distances [47]. In this case, the geometric proximity would not be the only parameter defining the capture zone, which would then no longer linearly related to the growth rate. Here we test these concepts for the island growth by surface thermal diffusion by comparing our experimental results with an ideal ensemble of islands whose growth is described by the capture zone model.

According to the Mulheran’s model, the island volume, $V$, is proportional to the capture zone area, $A_{\text{CZ}}$, and the island

![Figure 5. Experimentally observed volume evolution (blue squares) of the islands as a function of distance, $d$, from the stripe for different annealing temperatures: 600 $^\circ$C (a), 650 $^\circ$C (b), 670 $^\circ$C (c) and 700 $^\circ$C (d). The volume trend is shown in comparison with the density distributions (black squares).](image-url)
density, $n$, exhibits an inverse correlation with it:

$$V \propto A_{CZ}, \quad n \propto \frac{1}{A_{CZ}}. \quad (9)$$

The capture zone area can be defined quantitatively as the cell area of the Voronoi tessellation of the island network (see inset in figure 6(a))\textsuperscript{10}. The model’s validity can be verified by evaluating the degree of linear correlation between island volumes and the Voronoi cell areas, quantified by the Pearson’s coefficient, $r$ [44]. Figure 6(a) summarizes the results we obtained at different temperatures for islands grown inside the random nucleation area far from the stripe. An overall Pearson’s coefficient of about 0.76, including results from all temperatures, attests the good linear correlation between the volume of the islands and their correspondent capture areas. The inverse correlation of the island volume as a function of the areal density ($n \approx 1/V$) shown in figure 6(b) is an equivalent test of the same correlation, as from equation (9). Thus our results give experimental evidence that the Mulheran’s model can satisfactorily predict the final island volumes in the whole investigated range of Ge coverages and diffusion temperatures. It is worth noting that we did not address the issue of the strain state of the islands since the model does not take into account any lattice deformation. The observed agreement between experimental results and model confirms that this hypothesis is consistent.

The identification of the relative importance between local and non-local interactions for the mass gathering thus allows describing the driving forces, the length and time scales for the ad-atoms to preferentially reach the islands and the final island configuration.

\textsuperscript{10} The Voronoi tessellation is obtained by dividing the surface into several cells associated with the center of mass of each island and defined as the sets of points that are closer to a given island rather than to any other.

Figure 6. Panel (a) Scatter plot of the Voronoi cell area as a function of the island volume for islands grown inside the random nucleation area far from the stripe ($d > 2 \mu m$), and for annealing at 600°C (black squares), 650°C (green circles), and 700°C (blue triangles). The degree of linear correlation is estimated by calculating the Pearson’s coefficient, $r$. Inset: schematics of the Voronoi tessellation of the island network reproduced on a representative AFM image in gradient mode. Panel (b) Island density as a function of the island volume. The red curve represents a rectangular hyperbola function ($n \approx 1/V$). Inset: log–log plot of the data and the hyperbola represented in the main panel.

Figure 7. Panel (a) Trend of the Ge content, $x$, in single islands grown at 670°C measured by scanning Auger microscopy (black diamonds) as a function of the distance, $d$, from the stripe edge. For comparison the volume distribution (blue squares) is also shown. Panel (b) Trend of the Ge content in single islands grown at 700°C measured by micro-Raman (black diamonds) as a function of the distance, $d$, from the stripe edge. For comparison the volume distribution (blue squares) is also shown.

3.4. Ge content evolution: SiGe intermixing

In this section we investigate the dependence of the Ge content within the island volume on the Ge coverage. It is well known that for Si$_{1-x}$Ge$_x$ islands on Si substrates the mass available for a growing island includes both Ge atoms, diffusing on the surface, and Si atoms, coming from the substrate. As widely demonstrated by many studies using deposition experiments, Si penetrates into the islands, as driven by the entropy of mixing [48] and strain relaxation, leading to the formation of alloyed nanocrystals and inducing an increase of the mean island size [15, 35, 49, 50].

To explore the interplay between Ge coverage, intermixing and size evolution for islands grown by surface thermal diffusion, we measured the composition of single islands as a function of the distance, $d$ from the stripe by means of scanning Auger microscopy, micro-Raman spectroscopy and EELS-STEM.

Figure 7(a) shows the trend of the Ge content monitored by SAM for islands grown at 670°C. For comparison the volume distribution is also shown. It is worth noting that the Auger analysis is sensitive only to the surface composition of the islands (its depth sensitivity is a few nm) mediated over the lateral beam spot size (∼100–300 nm). This means that the composition values presented in figure 7(a) are relative to the most external shell of the island, which is nevertheless significantly correlated to the mean Ge content [51]. This is confirmed by the cross-sectional composition analysis performed by EELS-STEM (see figure 8), showing a vertical compositional gradient of the Ge content from $x = 0.55$ at the bottom to $x = 0.78$ at the top of an island nucleated at 670°C around 2 μm away from the stripe edge, which is very close to the value of $x = 0.84$ measured by Auger microscopy. Looking at the composition trend obtained by the SAM data as a function of $d$ in figure 7(a), a greater Si incorporation is found in the skin layer of larger islands nucleated farther
away from the stripe in the regions with a lower Ge coverage. This behavior is also confirmed by micro-Raman spectroscopy, which is able to provide the island Ge content averaged over the whole island volume, since the laser beam penetrates deeper into the sample with respect to the electron beam. The value of Ge content for each island is obtained by fitting the measured Raman frequencies for the Si–Si, Si–Ge and Ge–Ge phonon modes with the model proposed in [52]. In figure 7(b), the Ge composition monitored by micro-Raman is shown for islands grown at 700 °C as a function of the distance, $d$, from the stripe edge. For comparison the volume distribution is also shown. The measured value of Ge content changes from $x = 45\%$ to about $x = 25\%$ moving farther away from the stripe, with an experimental uncertainty of $\sim 3\%$. The observation of a neat variation of composition as a function of the distance from the stripe is well distinguished from the experimental uncertainty and is in agreement with the SAM data.

The modulation of the island composition is thus spatially correlated with the variation of Ge coverage as induced by the mass transport from the stripe. In fact, close to the stripe edge the high Ge flux kinetically limits the Si incorporation within the growing islands, while away from the stripe the progressive decrease of the local density of Ge atoms leaves a progressively longer time and a wider capture area for the Si incorporation from the substrate. This means that, besides the Ge gathering from the surface, also the Si incorporation from the substrate is mainly driven by the diffusion kinetics and thus can be well described within the capture zone picture presented in the previous section. In our case of island growth by surface thermal diffusion, the validity of the Mulheran’s model over the large range of parameters explored (Ge coverage and temperature), able to include also the strong island composition variability, supports the scenario where diffusion kinetics and short-range interactions are the main driving forces in the competition between the islands to gather their mass (Si and Ge) in the temperature range between 600 and 700 °C. Thus the final island volume results proportional to the coverage and the diffusion length of Ge:

$$\frac{V}{L^2} \propto \frac{1}{nL^2} \alpha f(\text{Ge coverage}),$$

and thus:

$$V \propto L^2 f(\text{Ge coverage})$$

where the universal function $nL^2$ of the Ge coverage represented in figure 4(b) has been introduced in equations (10) and (11).

4. Conclusions

In this paper we experimentally explore the growth of self-assembled SiGe islands formed by thermally activated surface diffusion of Ge on Si(001) from a spatially defined Ge source. We monitor the dependence of the size, density and Ge content distributions for the obtained SiGe islands on the Ge coverage and on the annealing temperature in the range between 600 and 700 °C. With this new growth strategy we are able to create a continuously varying Ge coverage (from 8 to 0 ML), and thus we can investigate the growth process over a wide range of dynamical regimes at the same time, providing a complete description of the growth evolution.

Our results give experimental evidence that the nucleation process evolves within a diffusion limited regime, where the island density follows a universal scaling distribution depending only on the Ge coverage. The island nucleation has been successfully reproduced by an analytical one-dimensional model, where the probability of formation of a critical nucleus depends only on the local differences in the chemical potential of the continuous over-layer. Once the island is nucleated, its final size is mainly determined by the kinetics of surface diffusion and by the short-range interactions between the growing islands and the diffusing atoms within the island capture area. These interactions set the driving forces, the length and time scales for gathering mass. In fact, the Mulheran’s capture zone model has been shown to predict the final island volumes in the whole investigated range of Ge coverages and diffusion temperatures, with a Pearson’s correlation coefficient of 0.76 between the island volume and the capture areas. The complex mechanism of the SiGe island growth leads to a strong intermixing of Si and Ge within the island volume, which is spatially correlated with the variation of the Ge coverage, and thus with the local density of Ge atoms (higher Si incorporation at lower Ge coverage). This confirms that, besides the Ge gathering from the surface, also the Si incorporation from the substrate is mainly driven by the diffusion kinetics, thus requiring that the final island volume depends only on the initial coverage of Ge and on its surface diffusion properties.
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